
Technical & Strength Session

Touch/Skill/Strength

Strength and Bonus Technical Session 

This session is designed to create some level of fatigue while working with the ball.  You can use a square set up like pictured, or just 
use two cones about 10 yards apart.


Set up a 10x10 grid

Perform the following patterns of work:


1. 20 ball taps shuffling ball between feet  - leave ball in center - sprint to each cone and perform 10 push-ups at each cone.  3 sets 
with 60 seconds rest between


2. 20 ball toe taps, touching the top of the ball alternating quickly with each foot - dribble ball with you to each cone and perform 5 
push-ups on the ball at each cone.  3 sets with 60 seconds rest between


3. 15 side to side hops over the ball - leave ball in the center sprint to a cone and do 20 lunge jumps - sprint back to ball do 15 side 
jumps then sprint to a different cone and do 15 burpees sprint back to ball do 10 side to side jumps sprint to a different corner 
perform 10 tuck jumps - sprint back to ball and do 6 side to side jumps and sprint to the last cone and do 10 single leg hops on 
each foot.  3 sets with 3-5 minutes rest between


4.  Start center and always return to the center with the ball after dribbling toward a cone.  Start center with 10 fast ball taps on top.  
Dribble to a cone do 10 taps and 5 burpees.  Back to center 10 fast taps, dribble to next cone and do 10 taps and 5 hand clap push-
ups.  Back to center for 10 taps and then to cone three and do 30 seconds of straight leg flutters and back to center for 10 taps.  Then 
to the 4th cone for a 60 second plank.  Return to center for last 10 taps.  3 sets with 2 minutes rest between sets.


5.  Finisher - For the finisher you will dribble in a clockwise or counter clockwise direction around the grid.  The key is to take a lot of 
small quick close to foot touches using the entire foot.  For the finisher pick 4 skill moves from the skill moves list that you want to focus 
on performing/mastering.  As you approach each cone you want to do the skill move 2-3 times.


Start at any cone, perform 45 seconds of low plank to high plank then dribble to next cone, perform skill move #1 of your choice while 
headed to the cone, once you get to the second cone perform 15 squat jumps, then advance to the third cone using your choice of skill 
move #2.  At the third cone perform 15 burpees then head to the fourth cone.  Using skill move #3 of your choice along the way.  At the 
4th cone perform 20 lunge jumps and then go to the start cone with skill move #4.  5 sets with 1 minute rest between



